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Legal Disclaimer 

This presentation includes “forward-looking statements.” Such forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties,
many of which are not under AR’s control. All statements, except for statements of historical fact, made in this presentation regarding activities,
events or developments AR expects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future, such as those regarding expected results, future
commodity prices, future production targets, realizing potential future fee rebates or reductions, including those related to certain levels of
production, completion of natural gas or natural gas liquids transportation projects, future earnings, Adjusted EBITDAX, leverage targets, future
capital spending plans, asset monetization opportunities and pricing, improved and/or increasing capital efficiency, continued utilization of
existing infrastructure, gas marketability, estimated realized natural gas, natural gas liquids and oil prices, acreage quality, access to multiple
gas markets, expected drilling and development plans (including the number, type, lateral length and location of wells to be drilled, the number
and type of drilling rigs and the number of wells per pad), projected well costs and cost savings initiatives, including with respect to potential
incremental flowback and produced water services by AM, future financial position, future technical improvements and future marketing
opportunities, are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. All forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this presentation. Although AR believes that the plans,
intentions and expectations reflected in or suggested by the forward-looking statements are reasonable, there is no assurance that these plans,
intentions or expectations will be achieved.

Therefore, actual outcomes and results could materially differ from what is expressed, implied or forecast in such statements. Except as
required by law, AR expressly disclaims any obligation to and does not intend to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements.

AR cautions you that these forward-looking statements are subject to all of the risks and uncertainties incident to the exploration for and
development, production, gathering and sale of natural gas, NGLs and oil, most of which are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond
AR’s control. These risks include, but are not limited to, commodity price volatility, inflation, lack of availability of drilling and production
equipment and services, environmental risks, drilling and other operating risks, regulatory changes, the uncertainty inherent in estimating
natural gas and oil reserves and in projecting future rates of production, cash flow and access to capital, the timing of development
expenditures, and the other risks described under the heading "Item 1A. Risk Factors" in AR’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2018 and Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2019.

This presentation includes certain financial measures that are not calculated in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
(“GAAP”). For AR these measures include (i) Adjusted EBITDAX, (ii) Net Debt, (iii) F&D costs and (iv) Free Cash Flow. For AM, these
measures include (i) Adjusted EBITDA, (ii) Distributable Cash Flow and (iii) Net Debt. Please see “Appendix” for the definition of each of these
AR and AM measures as well as certain additional information regarding these measures, including the most comparable financial measures
calculated in accordance with GAAP.

Slides 13 through 16 and 30 through 35 are reproduced from information included in a presentation published by AM on December 11, 2019,
which is available on AM’s website at www.anterormidstream.com. The information on those slides is included for reference, but AR does not
take responsibility for the validity or completeness of such information. For more information regarding AM and the assumptions and
qualifications of the statements made by it, please refer to its website and its filings with the SEC. This presentation also includes certain AR
guidance. AR’s growth will depend in part on its capital budget. AR’s 2020 budget remains subject to board approval. AR guidance not
discussed in this release is unchanged from previously stated guidance. Certain assumptions underlying this guidance may be referenced in the
appendix.

Antero Resources Corporation is denoted as “AR” in the presentation and Antero Midstream Corporation is denoted

as “AM”, which are their respective New York Stock Exchange ticker symbols.
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Pathway to Sustainable Free Cash Flow
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$300 MM reduction in well costs and LOE in 2020 as compared to 2019

• Well cost savings of 12% to 16%, or $1.4 to $1.9 MM per well (targeting $830/ft in 2020)

• LOE savings of $74 MM expected in 2020 as a result of increased blending and reduced trucking 

Reduced gathering, processing and transportation costs and net marketing expense by an 
expected $350 MM in total over the 2020 through 2023 period (1)

• Successfully renegotiated midstream fees with Antero Midstream and other third party providers; 
potential for further cost savings with other third party providers

Announced asset sale target of $750 MM to $1.0 B through 2020 to reduce debt 

• Asset monetization opportunities include lease acreage, minerals, producing properties, hedge 
restructuring or sale of AM shares 

• Initiated asset sale program with $100 million sale of 19.378 MM AM shares to AM at $5.16/share

‒ Antero Midstream also announced that it has $175 million of capacity remaining under its 
share repurchase program that could be used to repurchase additional Antero Midstream 
shares held by the Company

The Result: 
Free cash flow neutral through 2021 with 8% to 10% production growth and sustainable 
free cash flow in 2022 and beyond at current strip pricing (2)

Absolute debt reduction of $750 million to $1 billion expected and leverage in the low 2-
times  range in 2020+

Note: Free Cash Flow is a non-GAAP term. Represents Cash Flow from Operations, less Drilling and Completion capital and leasehold capital.  Includes AM cash dividends payable to AR, plus the $125 million 

earnout payment expected from AM associated with the water drop down transaction that occurred in 2015 and $75 million gas contract litigation proceeds. See slide 22 for additional information. 

1) Antero Resources will realize its expected fee reduction outlined above under the 8% to 10% annual compound production growth target through 2021.

2) Strip pricing as of 12/5/2019.

1
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Enhanced Antero Outlook
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Net Debt ($MMs)(3) Leverage (Year-End)
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(2)

~$1.3 B less debt 

by 2022

Note:  Both cases assume strip pricing as of 12/05/2019.  See slide 18 for further assumptions. Free cash flow, net debt and leverage are non-GAAP financial measures. We calculate leverage as LTM Adjusted EBITDAX / net debt. For 

more information on these metrics, see the appendix. 

1) C3+ NGL pricing represents AR’s pre-hedged realized pricing assuming strip.

2) Includes transfer of $160 million of mark-to-market hedges from 2022 to 2021 completed in 3Q 2019.          3) Assumes $900 million of asset sales with any pertinent revenue adjustments made to free cash flow. 

Leverage moves 

to low-2x area

• Midstream fee reductions and internal cost saving 
initiatives expected to eliminate Antero’s cash flow 
outspend in 2020 and 2021 on a combined basis

• Execution of $750 million to $1 billion of asset 
sales expected to materially reduce absolute debt 
level and leverage

• Result is sustainable free cash flow beginning in 
2022 and beyond once premium firm transport has 
been filled

Free cash flow 

neutral while growing 

production 8% to 

10% per year 

Significant Free Cash 

Flow Under Maintenance 

Capital Mode

Strip Pricing Assumptions (1) 2020 2021 2022 2023

Natural Gas ($/MMBtu) $2.35 $2.46 $2.47 $2.50

Oil WTI ($/Bbl) $57 $53 $52 $51

C3+ NGLs ($/Bbl) $27 $27 $28 $28



Substantial Liquidity Enhancements
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Previous Plan New Plan
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Liquidity Liquidity

(1, 2)

Note: Liquidity represents borrowing availability under AR’s credit facility based on $2.64 Bn of credit commitments, $703 million of letters of credit and $275 million of borrowings as of 9/30/19.

(1) Includes 12/6/2019 consensus outspend of $150 million in 4Q19.

(2) Pro forma for $215 million of notional debt repurchased at 17% weighted average discount and sale of $100 million of AM shares. 

Repurchased 

$215 MM of 

Senior Notes 

in 4Q

(1)

• Antero has substantial capacity to address its late 2021 and 2022 bond maturities due to:
― Internal cost reduction initiatives 
― Third party midstream fee reductions
― Targeted asset sales

• $215 million notional amount of senior notes repurchased in 4Q at 17% discount 



Total Debt and Free Cash Flow Enhancements
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Internal Cost 
Reduction Strategy: 

$1.0 B to $1.1 B 

3rd Party Midstream 
Cost Reductions: 

$350 MM to $450 MM
Asset Sale Target:
$750 MM to $1.0 B

$1.35 - $1.55 B Cumulative Removed from 
Antero’s Cost Structure Over Next Four Years

Multiple opportunities 
to monetize assets 

including lease 
acreage, minerals, 

producing properties, 
hedge restructuring or 

sale of AM shares to 
Antero Midstream

Antero is targeting ~$750 MM to $1.0 B of asset sales in 2020 and 
$1.35 -$1.55 B in cash flow improvements over next four years

Sold $100 MM of AM 
shares to AM

GP&T savings from fee 
renegotiations and net 

marketing expense 

mitigation

Debt Reduction (2020) Cash Flow Improvements (2020 through 2023)

Net marketing expense 
mitigation

G&A savings, increased 
blending operations and 

reduced trucking costs for 
flowback and produced 

water

Reduced D&C costs from 
$970/ft to $895/ft; targeting 

$830/ft in 2H 2020

Reduced produced water 
costs by $6/Bbl

Achieved to-date: ~10%

Achieved to-date: ~65%

Achieved to-date: ~90%

Renegotiation of GP&T fees

Well costs, LOE and G&Ae GP&T and Net Marketing Expense  

Note: See appendix for supporting details and certain underlying assumptions.



Asset Monetization Opportunity Set 
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Asset Monetization Opportunity Set

Totaling $750 MM to $1.0 B

AR has multiple assets that can be monetized to reduce debt, including 
undeveloped leasehold, mineral position, producing properties, hedge portfolio 

and midstream ownership

Hedge PortfolioMinerals

E&P Assets

Land

Financial / Midstream Assets

AM Ownership

• ~5,000 net mineral 

acres

• High NRI enables 

carveout of 

overriding royalty 

interest (ORRI)

• Highest realized 

prices in Appalachia 

on 3.4 Bcfe/d in 

3Q19

• 584,000 net acres 

in Appalachia

• 84% average net 

revenue interest 

(NRI) in Marcellus 

leases

• ~3.0 Tcfe of hedges 

with a forecasted 

hedge value of       

>$780 MM(1)

1) Based on current hedge position and strip pricing as of 12/05/19 only for natural gas hedges (excludes liquids).

2) Based on AM share price of $5.85/share as of 12/13/2019.

• Current market 

value of $924 MM

(excluding $100 

MM sale) (2)

• AM announced that 

it has $175 MM of 

remaining capacity 

under its share 

repurchase program

Previously Monetized Previously Monetized Previously Monetized



$196 MM
($970/ft - $830/ft) x 12,000’ = $1.7 MM

$1.7 MM per well x 115 wells = $196 MM

Cost Reduction Momentum 

8(1) Based on midpoint of 2019 guidance.

Cost Savings Update 2020 Expected Impact ($ MM)

• Continued momentum provides further confidence in targeting 12% to 16% well 

cost reduction by 2020 

• D&C target of at least $830/ft in 2H 2020, a reduction from $970/ft in 2019 budget 

• Targeting $1.15 to $1.2 B in D&C capital in 2020 

Well Cost Reduction Progress 

$74 MM
35%+ reduction from 2019 (1)

• 3Q19 represented a 21% reduction from 1H19

• Expect to save $29 MM and $70 MM+ in 4Q19 and 2020, respectively, as a result 

of increased blending operations combined with reduced trucking 

+

+

Water Savings Driving LOE Lower

GP&T and Net Marketing Expense Reduction

• Announced midstream fee reductions with Antero Midstream and other third party 

midstream providers 

• Targeting a $0.10 per Mcfe reduction in 2020 GP&T and net marketing expense (1)

Antero is targeting a ~$375 MM reduction to its cost structure in 2020

$90 MM

+Launched 10% G&A Cost Reduction

• 10% reduction by mid-2020 due to headcount reductions in 1H2019, natural 

employee attrition and a reduction across the board in expenses
$14 MM

10% reduction from 2019 (1)

= ~$375 MM
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Marcellus Well Cost Reductions
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(1/1/2019)

Achieved
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2H 2019 AFE Recently
Achieved
Initiatives

4Q 2019 AFE Targeted
Initiatives
(1H 2020)

Regional Sand
Sourcing
(2H 2020)

2020 AFE
Target

($MM)

$970/ft

Current AFE

Cost Reductions Underway: 

• Drier completions (100% of 

wells)

• Expanded produced water 

services via AM

• Regional sand sourcing

Cost reductions already achieved:

• Service cost deflation 

• Sand sourcing logistics 

• Completion efficiencies

• Drier completions (20% of wells)

• Water blending by AM

• Trucking savings 

Targeted Marcellus Well Cost Reductions (January 2019 AFE to 2020 Target) 

$850/ft

$9.7

$0.50

Assumes 12,000 foot lateral

$930/ft

$895/ft

$810/ft

• Significant Reduction in Well Costs already “in-hand”

‒ Targeting reduced well costs by ~14%  ($1.7 million per well)
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Net Marketing Expense

Cash Production Expenses (GP&T, LOE, G&A, Production/Ad Valorem Taxes)

Significant Reduction in Operating Cost Structure

10

AR All-in Cash Operating Cost Structure ($/Mcfe)

A $0.15/Mcfe reduction in cash costs expected in 2020 
and $0.35+/Mcfe reduction by 2022

($
/M

c
fe

)

Announced

12/9/19

Announced

12/9/19Note:  See slide 22 for additional information. 



Premium Realized Pricing
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AR Pre-Hedge Realized Pricing ($/Mcfe)

• AR expects to generate a $3.00+ realized price per Mcfe even in a $2.50/MMBtu price 
environment

― Firm transport provides access to premium natural gas markets and international propane and         
butane markets

― Liquids processing provides exposure to oil and NGL pricing 

$1.95 $1.95 $1.95

$0.63 $0.63 $0.63

$0.42 $0.42$2.58

$3.00

$0.00

$0.50

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

$2.50

$3.00

Regional
Gas Price

FT + Btu
Uplift

AR Realized
Gas Price

Total Liquids
Uplift

AR Realized
Price

Regional Gas Price FT + Btu Uplift Total Liquids Uplift (Strip)

Note:  Assumes $2.50/MMBtu NYMEX natural gas and $27 C3+ NGLs.  Assumes midpoint of 8% to 10% production growth from 2019 guidance through 2021 and flat production for 2022.  Assumes ~50% of total 

propane and butane sold at international pricing via Mariner East 2. See slide 22 for additional information. 

1) Local natural gas price represents TETCO M2 index.

(1)

$2.50/MMBtu NYMEX Gas Price

($
/M

c
fe

)

$27/Bbl C3+ NGL Price



Unhedged E&P Recycle Ratio
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• Assuming a $3.00 unhedged realized price and unlevered cost structure of $2.15 
per Mcfe all-in, AR expects to be able to generate a 2.2x recycle ratio on its capital

― Even in a low price environment, AR still expects to achieve a 2.2x+ recycle ratio in 2022

1) Based on AR EUR for 1250 Btu location of 2.0 Bcf / 2.65 Bcfe per 1,000’.  Assumes 25% ethane recovery and 84% NRI.

2) F&D Costs is a non-GAAP financial measure. For more information, please see the appendix.

3) Represents 2022 forecasted unhedged recycle ratio assuming $2.50/MMBtu gas and $27/Bbl C3+ NGLs.  Excludes interest expense.
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$3.00

Unhedged
Realized Price

All-In Cost Structure
Midpoint of
2022 Target

EBITDAX
Margin

F&D Cost

F&D Cost (12,000’ Lateral)

Midpoint Well Cost Target ($MM) $10.0

Net EUR (Bcfe) (1) 26.4

F&D Costs ($/Mcfe) (2) $0.38

2.2x
Unhedged 

Recycle Ratio(3)

AR Unhedged E&P Cash Margins vs F&D Costs ($/Mcfe)



Pathway To Sustainable Growth
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Growth Incentive Fee Program Incentivizes AR’s Modest Growth Plan and 
Delivers Revenue and Cash Flow Growth Wedge to AM
• Midstream fee reductions from AM and other third party providers, expected to reduce AR’s GP&T costs 

by $350 million from 2020 through 2023
• Enables AR to target 8% to 10% production growth in 2020 and 2021 with cash flow neutral profile and 

sustainable positive free cash flow in 2022+ at current strip pricing(1)

Capital Budget Target for 2020 reduced by 22% to $300 to $325 million
• AM does not need to access the capital markets to deliver on its 2020 organic growth plan
• Strong balance sheet with leverage in the mid-to-high 3-times range(2)

Targeting a 2020 Dividend of $1.23 Per Share and DCF Coverage of 1.1x

Repurchase of AR’s AM Shares Reduces Over $20MM of Dividends Annually
• $175MM of available capacity under share repurchase program that could be used to repurchase 

additional AM shares on the open market or from AR
‒ Double digit dividend yield enhances attractiveness of share buybacks as the form of return of capital
‒ Repurchased 19.378 MM shares from AR at $5.16/share or $100 MM

Note: 2020 capital budget is subject to Board approval. 

(1) Strip pricing as of 12/5/2019.

(2) Leverage, which is a non-GAAP measure, is defined as net debt divided by LTM Adjusted EBITDA. For more information, please see the appendix



Growth Incentive Program Summary – AR/AM
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Low Pressure Gathering Throughput and Thresholds (MMcf/d)

Growth incentive targets structured in a manner that aligns AR’s plan to grow net 
production by 8% to 10% through 2021 in order to fill its premium FT portfolio

• Actual reduction in low pressure gathering fees from AM will be realized on a quarterly basis

$12 MM/Quarter

$15.5 MM/Quarter

$19 MM/Quarter

No fee reduction

1) Assumes AM low pressure volumes approximate Antero Resources’ production target CAGR of 8% to 10% in 2020 and 2021. 

MMcf/d



Significant Capital Reductions
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2019 Capex Budget ($MM)
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Antero Midstream has reduced its 2019 and 2020 capital budgets by $325 to $350 
million in total since the beginning of 2019 in response to lower commodity prices

• Visibility into AR’s development plan and just-in-time capital investment philosophy 
allows AM to right-size capital budgets to maintain high asset utilization rates 
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Note: 2020 revised target announced on 10/29/2019. Further revised target announced on 12/9/2019. Future budgets are subject to Board approval. 
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Fixed Fee Business Model Insulates EBITDA Growth
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Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure. See appendix for more information and reconciliation. 2019 reflects previously disclosed Antero Midstream guidance ranges. 2020 reflects FactSet consensus estimates as 

12/7/19 adjusted for $45-50MM in announced low pressure gathering fee reductions, denoted in light gray.

Note: CAGR represents CAGR from 2019 midpoint compared to 2014 actuals. 

Antero Midstream generates all of its revenues through fixed-fee contracts, 
insulating Adjusted EBITDA growth from commodity price volatility
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Antero Midstream Adjusted EBITDA ($MM)Details

• 100% of revenues derived 
from fixed-fee contracts

• Backed by acreage 
dedications from Antero 
Resources in the core of the 
Marcellus and Utica

• Remaining contract life of 19 
years with inflation 
protection

• Underpinned by minimum 
volume commitments (MVCs)

‒ 70-75% on compression, 
HP gathering and 
processing

IPO

$840



AR Credit Enhancement Momentum 
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Announced Asset Sale Target of $750 MM to $1.0 B through 2020
• Asset monetization alternatives include lease acreage, minerals, producing properties, hedge restructuring or sale 

of AM shares to Antero Midstream

‒ First $100 million executed

Operating Cost Structure Reduction Supports Strategy 
• 12% to 16% well cost reduction targeting $830/ft. or less expected by 2H 2020 through service cost deflation, 

efficiency improvement and water initiatives
• D&C capital target reduced to $1.15 to $1.20 billion in 2020, a 10% decrease from 2019 target
• Total of ~$375 million in cost savings expected in 2020 relative to 2019 target

Reducing Gathering, Processing and Transportation Costs
• Reduced GP&T costs by an expected $350 million from 2020 through 2023; further cost savings with other third 

party providers expected

Strong Balance Sheet Supports Strategy
• 2.6x leverage at 9/30/2019 (2)

• Ba3 / BB / BB+ corporate debt ratings
• Credit facility reaffirmed in 2Q at $4.5 billion borrowing base
• Lender commitments increased in October 2019 to $2.64 billion
• $1.7 billion of committed liquidity under credit facility  

Large Natural Gas Hedge Position Supports Strategy
• 91% and 89% of expected natural gas production for 2020 and 2021 already “sold” at an average price of 

$2.87/MMBtu and $2.80/MMBtu, respectively (1)

• 32% of C3+ liquids production for 2020 hedged at attractive prices (1)

Note: See appendix for more information regarding certain underlying assumptions.

(1) Assumes 8% to 10% production growth in 2020 and 10% growth in 2021 from 2019 production guidance midpoint.

(2) Leverage, which is a non-GAAP measure, is defined as net debt divided by LTM Adjusted EBITDA. For more information, please see the appendix.
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AR and AM High Yield Trading History

High Yield Trading Levels for AR / AM Bonds (YTW%)
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Antero Resources 5.000% Notes due '25 Antero Midstream Partners 5.75% Notes due '27

BB E&P Index BB Midstream Index

4%

8%
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16%
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10.56%

(+540 bps)

8.35%

7.36%

5.67%

AR and AM 

Q3 results 

announced

Since Q3 2019
Last 12 Months

YTW %

(Δ since 

12/3/19) 

peak

• Antero’s bonds have widened only in the last 5 months, driven by lower gas and NGL prices and 
market fears of an Antero secured bond transaction subordinating its unsecured bond holders 

• AR 2025s have rallied 15 points since 12/9/19 announcement to a 10.56% YTW

AR and AM 

Q2 results 

announced

Appalachia Bonds 

Traded Off with 

Market Chatter of an 

“Appalachia Secured 

Deal”

Issue Principal Issue Issue As of 12/13/2019 Since announcement YTW Implied Next call Next call 

Issuer Type ($mm) Coupon date Maturity ratings Price YTW ∆ Price ∆ YTW% date tenor date price

Antero Resources Sr Nts 1,000 5.38% Oct-13 Nov-21 B1 / BB 97.38 6.89% 5.88 (355 bps) Nov-21 1.9 Nov-20 100.00

Antero Resources Sr Nts 1,100 5.13% Apr-14 Dec-22 B1 / BB 91.25 8.53% 11.00 (486 bps) Dec-22 3.0 Jun-20 100.00

Antero Resources Sr Nts 750 5.63% Mar-15 Jun-23 B1 / BB 83.50 11.54% 14.00 (622 bps) Jun-23 3.5 Jun-20 101.41

Antero Resources Sr Nts 600 5.00% Dec-16 Mar-25 B1 / BB 78.13 10.56% 14.38 (477 bps) Mar-25 5.2 Mar-20 103.75

Antero Midstream Partners Sr Nts 650 5.38% Sep-16 Sep-24 B1 / BB 88.75 8.29% 2.75 (76 bps) Sep-24 4.8 Sep-20 102.69

Antero Midstream Partners Sr Nts 650 5.75% Feb-19 Mar-27 B1 / BB 86.13 8.35% 7.13 (153 bps) Mar-27 7.2 Mar-22 102.88

Antero Midstream Partners Sr Nts 650 5.75% Jun-19 Jan-28 B1 / BB 83.00 8.72% 5.25 (107 bps) Jan-28 8.1 Jan-23 102.88

Source: Trading levels per JPM as of 12/13/19.

AR

AM



Appendix
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LOE Reductions

($MM)
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(after 90 days, 70% of total)

New 2020 Completions
Produced Water

(after 90 days, 30% of total)

2020E LOE Target

35% Reduction ($74 MM+)

$42 MM ($0.03/Mcfe) 

reduction driven by 

$6/Bbl savings related 

to wells already on sales

$32 MM ($0.03/Mcfe) 

reduction driven by 

$6/Bbl savings related to 

new wells in 2020
$0.15/Mcfe

$0.09/Mcfe

• Materially Reducing LOE

‒ Targeting reduced LOE by at least 35% in 2020 (~$74 MM+)

Antero Lease Operating Expense Reductions (2020 Target) 
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2020 Drilling Program Generates Attractive Rates of Return

Note:  Capex based on 2020 AFE for Marcellus and Utica.  Assumes 2,000 lb/ft proppant and 35 bbls/ft completion design.  Half-cycle single well economics include variable FT fees and no charge for G&A or land. 

Fees paid to Antero Midstream are net of AR’s percent ownership in Antero Midstream.  Based on 11/29/2019 strip pricing (~$2.40 gas, ~$52 WTI and ~$27/Bbl C3+ NGLs). Includes $900,000 per well for pads, roads 

and facilities. 21

• GP&T and net marketing expense reductions are expected to drive higher rates of return for 
2020 drilling

• Expected to generate a 43% cash on cash half-cycle rate of return supporting AR’s moderate 
growth plans 

AR 2020 Drilling Program Pad Economic Summary (Half-Cycle)

Marcellus Pads Utica Pads

Weighted average pad 

half-cycle ROR: 43% 

6 5 5 4 6 5 8 9 6 7 3 5 8 8 6 2

93 Total Wells to be Drilled



AR Assumptions

NYMEX Natural Gas Pricing ($/MMBtu) Oil and C3+ NGL Pricing ($/Bbl)
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NYMEX Strip Pricing

The AR forecast used in this presentation was based on the following 
assumptions. Commodity prices are based on 12/05/19 strip pricing.
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Capital Expenditures: 
• D&C capex of $1.15 to $1.2 billion in 2020 and 2021 and maintenance capital of $850 to $900 million in 2022 and 2023 to hold 4Q 2021 production flat at 4.0 Bcfe/d 

• Annual land capital of $40 to $50 million 

Production Growth: 
• Targeting 8% to 10% compound annual growth in 2020 and 2021

• Maintenance capital spend in 2022 and 2023 to hold 4Q 2021 production flat at approximately 4.0 Bcfe/d 

Realized Pricing: 
• Natural gas realized price differential to NYMEX: $0.00 to $0.10 per Mcf premium

• Realized oil price differential to WTI: ($7.00) to ($9.00) per barrel 

Note: Antero Resources' 2020 budget, which underlies all forward-looking guidance and projections made in this presentation, remains subject to board approvals and is expected to be 

finalized by the first quarter of 2020. 
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NGL Prices Have Strengthened Materially 
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~62 MBbl/d

Weekly Benchmark Index Pricing as of 12/16/2019 – Net of Shipping (1)

Propane (C3)

Normal Butane (C4)

IsoButane (iC4)

Pentanes (C5+)

AR’s C3+ NGL Barrel Composition

2019 AR C3+ NGL Guidance: 110,000 Bbl/d

1) November shipping rates assumed $0.104/gal propane and $0.119/gal butane to ARA, $0.244/gal propane and $0.281/gal butane to FEI. Please see appendix for more information. 

2) Weighted average assumes 50 MBbl/d international and 60 MBbl/d domestic.

3) Excludes Antero Hedges.

4) Assumes midpoint of Antero guidance for domestic price discount to Mont Belvieu of $0.10/gal. 

• 50% Europe (ARA) Net of Shipping (1)

• 50% Asia (FEI) Net of Shipping (1)

Global Weighted C3/C4 Average Price: $29.72/Bbl

• Mont Belvieu Non-Tet

Domestic Weighted Average Price: $32.00/Bbl (4)

45% International

55% Domestic 

Antero Estimated Domestic Sales
100% Mont Belvieu Linked

Antero Estimated International Sales
35 Mb/d C3, 15 Mb/d C4

(Assumes 50% ARA, 50% FEI)

Weekly Indicated

Weighted Average 

Price (2):

$30.87/Bbl

~19 MBbl/d

~11 MBbl/d

~19 MBbl/d

Propane $0.70/gal

Bbl/d

17,500

Butane $0.85/gal 7,500

Propane $0.74/gal 17,500

Butane $0.89/gal 7,500

50,000

Propane $0.52/gal

Bbl/d

26,600

N. Butane $0.70/gal 3,700

IsoButane $0.77/gal 11,000

Pentanes $1.26/gal 18,700

Total 60,000

This data reflects benchmark pricing estimates and does not directly reflect Antero’s realized prices or hedges

Q4 2019 Guidance of 

$27 - $28 per Bbl



C3+ NGLs: Absolute & Relative Price Improvement
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NGL prices have risen on both an absolute basis and as a 
percent of WTI during the fourth quarter of 2019

AR Monthly Realized C3+ NGL Price

Source: Bloomberg actuals through November 2019.  Forecasted 4Q19 pricing based on Antero C3+ NGL component barrel  consists of 56% C3 (propane), 10% isobutane (Ic4), 17% normal butane (Nc4) and 17% 

natural gasoline (C5+).  

$/Bbl
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12/13/2019 Spot:

$0.74/Gal
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AR C3+ Price
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Natural Gas Hedges Paired With Firm Transportation
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Antero Natural Gas Hedge Profile

(BBtu/d) ($/MMBtu)

Swap at $3.23/

MMBtu
Swap at $2.80/

MMBtu

Swap at $2.87/

MMBtu

Note:  Percentage hedged represents growth assumptions shown on slide 22. 

1) Based on current hedge position and strip pricing as of 12/05/19 only for natural gas hedges (excludes liquids).

~100% 

Hedged
~91% 

Hedged
~89% 

Hedged

~$805 Million Total 

Forecasted Hedge Value (1)

(1)

• Large Hedge Position

‒ AR has hedged 91% and 89% of expected natural gas production in 2020 and 2021 at $2.87/MMBtu and $2.80/MMBtu, respectively

‒ AR has also hedged 32% and 100% of its expected 2020 C3+ NGL and oil production, respectively (see following slide)

$3.52 Ceiling

$2.50 Floor

1,333 Collars

0
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4,000
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Appalachia (M2/Dom S.): 525 BBtu/d

Other 

Premium 

Markets

Regional markets 

and lowest 

transport cost

4.1 BBtu/d

(BBtu/d)

With 2.1 Bcf/d of capacity to the Gulf Coast, AR 

has significant exposure to the growing LNG 

market and increased NYMEX-based pricing
Gulf Coast

4.6 BBtu/d

Antero Resources Firm Transportation Portfolio vs. Gross Gas Production (BBtu/d)

• Utilization of Firm Transportation Increasing
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C3+ NGL Hedges – Capturing Recent Pricing Strength
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Antero C3+ NGL Hedges – Net of Shipping

4Q19 2020

Propane (C3)

Normal Butane (C4)

IsoButane (iC4)

Pentanes (C5+)

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                           4,000

Price ($/Gal):                                               $0.59

Basis Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                 4,050

Arb Spread ($/Gal)(1):                                  $0.25

% C4 Hedged:                                               43%

AR’s C3+ NGL Barrel Composition

2019 AR C3+ NGL Guidance: 
110,000 Bbl/d

Total C3+ Hedges
Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):           53,872

% C3+ Hedged:                            ~50%

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):              37,766

% C3+ Hedged:                              ~32%

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                   ‒ Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                   ‒ 

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                28,422

% C3 Hedged:                                     46%

Blended Price ($/Gal):                    $0.57

Indices Hedged:

• Mont Belvieu (Domestic)

• ARA (Europe)

• FEI (Asia)

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                 13,201

% C3 Hedged:                                      23%

Blended Price ($/Gal):                    $0.65

Indices Hedged:

• Mont Belvieu (Domestic)

• ARA (Europe)

• FEI (Asia)

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):              17,400

% C5 Hedged:                                    93%

Price ($/Gal):                                    $1.14

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):              18,800

% of C5 Hedged:                              100%

Price ($/Gal):                                    $1.06

Note:  Blended hedge price is a combination of Hopedale and Marcus Hook pricing points and is net of estimated shipping costs. % hedged based on AR 2019 C3+ NGL production guidance of 100 MBbl/d and midpoint of 8 to10% production 

growth target in 2020. International hedge pricing net of estimated shipping for ARA and FEI indices. 

1) Represents spread of ARA to Mont Belvieu Basis for normal butane basis volume hedged.   

Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                             1,492

Price ($/Gal):                                                $0.57

Basis Volume Hedged (Bbl/d):                  4,273

Arb Spread ($/Gal)(1):                                   $0.23

% C4 Hedged:                                                31%
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Antero Non-GAAP Measures

Adjusted EBITDAX: Adjusted EBITDAX as defined by the Company represents income or loss, including noncontrolling interests, before interest 

expense, interest income, gains or losses from commodity derivatives and marketing derivatives, but including net cash receipts or payments on 

derivative instruments included in derivative gains or losses other than proceeds from derivative monetizations, income taxes, impairment, depletion, 

depreciation, amortization, and accretion, exploration expense, equity-based compensation, contract termination and rig stacking costs, simplification 

transaction fees, and gain or loss on sale of assets. Adjusted EBITDAX also includes distributions received with respect to limited partner interests in 

Antero Midstream Partners common units prior to the closing of the simplification transaction on March 12, 2019.

The GAAP financial measure nearest to Adjusted EBITDAX is net income or loss including noncontrolling interest that will be reported in Antero’s 

condensed consolidated financial statements.  While there are limitations associated with the use of Adjusted EBITDAX described below, management 

believes that this measure is useful to an investor in evaluating the Company’s financial performance because it:

• is widely used by investors in the oil and natural gas industry to measure operating performance without regard to items excluded from the 

calculation of such term, which may vary substantially from company to company depending upon accounting methods and the book value of 

assets, capital structure, and the method by which assets were acquired, among other factors; 

• helps investors to more meaningfully evaluate and compare the results of Antero’s operations from period to period by removing the effect of its 

capital and legal structure from its consolidated operating structure; and

• is used by management for various purposes, including as a measure of Antero’s operating performance, in presentations to the Company’s 

board of directors, and as a basis for strategic planning and forecasting. Adjusted EBITDAX is also used by the board of directors as a 

performance measure in determining executive compensation.

There are significant limitations to using Adjusted EBITDAX as a measure of performance, including the inability to analyze the effects of certain 

recurring and non-recurring items that materially affect the Company’s net income or loss, the lack of comparability of results of operations of different 

companies, and the different methods of calculating Adjusted EBITDAX reported by different companies.  In addition, Adjusted EBITDAX provides no 

information regarding a company’s capital structure, borrowings, interest costs, capital expenditures, and working capital movement or tax position.

The Company has not provided projected net income or a reconciliation of projected Adjusted EBITDAX to projected net income, the most comparable 

financial measure calculated in accordance with GAAP, because the Company does not provide guidance with respect to income tax expense, 

depletion and depreciation expense or the revenue impact of changes in the projected fair value of derivative instruments prior to settlement. 

Therefore, projected net income and a reconciliation of projected adjusted EBITDA to projected net income, are not available without unreasonable 

effort.

Net Debt: Net Debt is calculated as total debt less cash and cash equivalents.  Management uses Net Debt to evaluate its financial position, including 

its ability to service its debt obligations.

F&D Cost: F&D costs is a non-GAAP metric commonly used in the exploration and production industry by companies, investors and analysts in order 

to measure a company’s ability of adding and developing reserves at a reasonable cost. F&D costs is a statistical indicator that has limitations, 

including its predictive and comparative value.  This reserve metric may not be comparable to similarly titled measurements used by other companies.  

There are no directly comparable financial measures presented in accordance with GAAP for F&D costs, and therefore a reconciliation to GAAP is not 

practicable.

The calculation for F&D cost is well cost divided by net EUR of the well.  Based on AR EUR for 1250 Btu location of 2.0 Bcf / 2.65 Bcfe per 1,000’ and 

assumes 25% ethane recovery and 84% NRI on AR leases.
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Antero Non-GAAP Measures (cont.)

Free Cash Flow: Free Cash Flow as presented in this release and defined by the Company represents Cash Flow from Operations, less Drilling and 

Completion capital and leasehold capital.  Includes the earnout payment in 2020 expected from AM associated with the water drop down transaction 

that occurred in 2015. 

Free Cash Flow is a useful indicator of the company’s ability to internally fund its activities and to service or incur additional debt. There are significant 

limitations to using Free Cash Flow as a measure of performance, including the inability to analyze the effect of certain recurring and non-recurring 

items that materially affect the company’s net income, the lack of comparability of results of operations of different companies and the different methods 

of calculating Free Cash Flow reported by different companies. Free Cash Flow does not represent funds available for discretionary use because those 

funds may be required for debt service, land acquisitions and lease renewals, other capital expenditures, working capital, income taxes, exploration 

expenses, and other commitments and obligations.

Free Cash Flow is a measure of financial performance not calculated under GAAP and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for cash 

flow from operating, investing, or financing activities, as an indicator of cash flows, or as a measure of liquidity.

The Company has not provided projected Cash Flow from Operations or reconciliations of Free Cash Flow to projected Cash Flow from Operations, the 

most comparable financial measure calculated in accordance with GAAP. The Company is unable to project Cash Flow from Operations for any future 

period because this metric includes the impact of changes in operating assets and liabilities related to the timing of cash receipts and disbursements 

that may not relate to the period in which the operating activities occurred. The Company is unable to project these timing differences with any 

reasonable degree of accuracy without unreasonable efforts. 

However, Antero is able to forecast Drilling and Completion capital and leasehold capital, each of which is a reconciling item between Free Cash Flow 

and its most comparable GAAP financial measure. For the 2020 to 2023 period, Antero has provided forecasts of these metrics on page 22. 



Antero Resources Adjusted EBITDAX & Net Debt Reconciliation

LTM Adjusted EBITDAX Reconciliation
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Twelve months ended

(in thousands) September 30, 2019

Net income and comprehensive income attributable to Antero Resources Corporation $ 20,521

Commodity derivative fair value gains (249,460)

Gains on settled commodity derivatives 236,537

Gains on settled marketing derivatives (5,411)

Loss on sale of assets 951

Gain on deconsolidation of Antero Midstream Partners LP (1,406,042)

Interest expense 216,511

Income tax benefit (98,025)

Depletion, depreciation, amortization, and accretion 946,034

Impairment of unproved properties 1,397,081

Impairment of midstream assets 7,800

Exploration expense 1,584

Gain on change in fair value of contingent acquisition consideration 104,860

Equity-based compensation expense 26,368

Equity in (earnings) loss of Antero Midstream Partners LP (81,774)

Equity in (earnings) loss of unconsolidated affiliates 102,457

Distributions from Antero Midstream Partners LP 186,608

Contract termination and rig stacking 14,026

Simplification transaction fees 6,297

Adjusted EBITDAX $ 1,426,923

AR bank credit facility $     275,000

5.375% AR senior notes due 2021 1,000,000

5.125% AR senior notes due 2022 1,100,000

5.625% AR senior notes due 2023 750,000

5.000% AR senior notes due 2025 600,000

Net unamortized premium 1,021

Net unamortized debt issuance costs (22,193)

Total debt 3,703,828

Less: AR cash and cash equivalents —

Net Debt $    3,703,828



Antero Midstream Non-GAAP Measures
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Non-GAAP Financial Measures and Definitions

Antero Midstream (the “Company”) views Adjusted EBITDA as an important indicator of the Company’s performance.  Antero Midstream defines 

Adjusted EBITDA as Net Income before interest expense, depreciation expense, impairment expense, accretion of contingent acquisition 

consideration, equity-based compensation expense, excluding equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates and including cash distributions 

from unconsolidated affiliates.

Antero Midstream uses Adjusted EBITDA to assess:

• the financial performance of the Company’s assets, without regard to financing methods in the case of Adjusted EBITDA, capital structure or 

historical cost basis;

• its operating performance and return on capital as compared to other publicly traded entities in the midstream energy sector, without regard 

to financing or capital structure; and

• the viability of acquisitions and other capital expenditure projects.

The Company defines Distributable Cash Flow as Adjusted EBITDA less interest paid, income tax withholding payments and cash reserved for 

payments of income tax withholding upon vesting of equity-based compensation awards, cash reserved for bond interest and ongoing

maintenance capital expenditures paid.  Antero Midstream uses Distributable Cash Flow as a performance metric to compare the cash 

generating performance of the Company from period to period and to compare the cash generating performance for specific periods to the cash 

distributions (if any) that are expected to be paid to unitholders.  Distributable Cash Flow does not reflect changes in working capital balances.

The Company defines Return on Invested Capital as operating income divided by average total assets excluding goodwill and amortization of 

customer contracts. Management believes that Return on Invested Capital is a useful indicator of the Company’s return on its infrastructure 

investments.

The Company defines Net Debt as total debt minus cash. The following table reconciles consolidated total debt to consolidated net debt (“Net 

Debt”) as used in this presentation (in thousands):

September 30, 2019

Bank credit facility $ 725,500

5.375% AM senior notes due 2024 652,600

5.75% AM senior notes due 2027 653,250

5.75% AM senior notes due 2028 650,000

Net unamortized debt issuance costs (23,600)

Consolidated total debt $ 2,657,750

Cash and cash equivalents -

Consolidated net debt $ 2,657,750



Antero Midstream Non-GAAP Measures
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The following table reconciles pro forma net income to pro forma Adjusted EBITDA for the twelve months ended 

September 30, 2019 as used in this presentation (in thousands):

Twelve Months 

Ended 

September 30, 

2019

Pro forma net income $ 13,294

Amortization of customer relationships 70,792

Impairment expense 465,054

Pro forma Adjusted Net Income 549,140

Interest expense 118,471

Income tax expense 43,336

Depreciation expense 120,017

Accretion of contingent acquisition consideration (97,609)

Accretion of asset retirement obligations 230

Equity-based compensation 68,831

Equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates (57,072)

Distributions from unconsolidated affiliates 71,930

Pro forma Adjusted EBITDA $ 817,274



Adjusted EBITDA and DCF Reconciliation
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Adjusted EBITDA and DCF Reconciliation ($ in thousands)

1) Three months ended September 30, 2019 presented on a pro forma basis.

2) Cash reserved for bond interest expense on Antero Midstream’s senior notes outstanding during the period that is paid on a semi-annual basis.

3) Maintenance capital expenditures represent the portion of our estimated capital expenditures associated with (i) the connection of new wells to our gathering and processing systems that we believe will be necessary to 

offset the natural production declines Antero Resources will experience on all of its wells over time, and (ii) water delivery to new wells necessary to maintain the average throughput volume on our systems. 

Three Months Ended

September 30,

2018(1) 2019

Net income $ 57,975 (289,477)

Amortization of customer relationships 17,843 28,863

Impairment expense 1,157 457,478

Adjusted Net Income 76,975 196,864

Interest expense 22,493 36,134

Provision for income tax expense 22,233 (62,268)

Depreciation expense 42,390 24,460

Accretion of contingent acquisition consideration 4,020 1,977

Accretion of asset retirement obligations 33 54

Equity-based compensation 13,102 20,129

Equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates (9,235) (18,478)

Distributions from unconsolidated affiliates 11,765 18,710

Adjusted EBITDA 183,776 217,852

Interest paid (24,958) (43,925)

Decrease (increase) in cash reserved for bond interest (2) 8,734 9,150

Maintenance capital expenditures (3) (10,964) (12,915)

AMGP general and administrative expenses 2,229 —

Income tax withholding upon vesting of Antero Midstream Partners LP equity-based compensation awards (1,500) (180)

Distributable Cash Flow $ 157,317 169,712

Distributions or Dividends Declared to Antero Midstream Holders

Distributions to Limited Partners $ 82,302 —

Distributions to incentive distribution rights and Series B unitholders 37,815 —

Dividends — 153,023

Total Aggregate Distributions and Dividends $ 120,117 153,023

Distributable Cash Flow Coverage Ratio 1.3x 1.1x
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The following reconciles net income to Adjusted EBITDA on a Pro Forma basis:

($ in thousands) 2018

Pro forma net income 585,944 

Amortization of customer relationships —

Impairment expense —

Midstream simplification legal and advisory fees included in G&A expense 5,220

Pro forma Adjusted net income 591,164

Interest expense 61,906

Income tax expense —

Depreciation expense 130,013

Accretion of contingent acquisition consideration (93,019)

Accretion of asset retirement obligations 135

Equity-based compensation 21,073

Equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates (40,280)

Distributions from unconsolidated affiliates 46,415

Pro forma Adjusted EBITDA 717,407



Antero Midstream Non-GAAP Reconciliation
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The following reconciles net income to Adjusted EBITDA:

$ in Thousands

2014 

G&C Only 2014 2015 2016 2017

Net income $ 16,832 $ 127,875 159,105 236,703 307,315

Interest expense, net 4,620 6,183 8,158 21,893 37,557

Impairment of property and equipment  —  —  — 23,431

Depreciation 36,789 53,029 86,670 99,861 119,562

Accretion and change in fair value of contingent acquisition consideration  — 3,333 16,489 13,476

Accretion of asset retirement obligations  —  —  —  —

Equity-based compensation 8,619 11,618 22,470 26,049 27,283

Equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates  —  — -485 -20,194

Distributions from unconsolidated affiliates  —  — 7,702 20,195

Gain on sale of assets–Antero Resources  —  —  —  —

Gain on sale of assets–third-party $ $  —  — -3,859  —

Adjusted EBITDA 66,860 198,705 279,736 404,353 528,625

Pre-IPO net income attributed to parent -98,219  —  —  —

Pre-IPO depreciation attributed to parent -43,419  —  —  —

Pre-IPO equity-based compensation attributed to parent -8,697  —  —  —

Pre-IPO interest expense attributed to parent -5,358  —  —  —

Pre-Water Acquisition net income attributed to parent -22,234 -40,193  —  —

Pre-Water Acquisition depreciation attributed to parent -3,086 -18,767  —  —

Pre-Water Acquisition equity-based compensation attributed to parent -654 -3,445  —  —

Pre-Water Acquisition interest expense attributed to parent -359 -2,326  —  —

Adjusted EBITDA Attributable to the Partnership $ 66,860 $ 16,679 215,005 404,353 528,625

Interest paid -2981 -331 -5,149 -13,494 -46,666

Increase (decrease) in cash reserved (paid) for bond interest  —  —  — -10,481 291

Income tax withholding upon vesting of Antero Midstream Partners equity-

based compensation awards
 —  — -4,806 -5,636 -5,945

Maintenance capital expenditures -10,423 -1,157 -13,097 -21,622 -55,159

Distributable cash flow $ 53,456 $ 15,191 191,953 353,120 421,146



Antero Midstream Non-GAAP Measures

APPENDIX 35

Antero Midstream has not included a reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to their nearest GAAP financial measure for 2019 because it 

cannot do so without unreasonable effort and any attempt to do so would be inherently imprecise. Antero Midstream is able to 

forecast the following reconciling items between Adjusted EBITDA and net income (in thousands):

The Company cannot forecast interest expense due to the timing and uncertainty of debt issuances and associated interest rates. 

Additionally, Antero Midstream cannot reasonably forecast impairment expense as the impairment is driven by a number of factors 

that will be determined in the future and are currently beyond Antero Midstream’s control.  

 Twelve Months Ending                

December 31, 2019 
 

Low  High  

Depreciation expense ...........................................................................................  $ 180,000 — $  185,000 

Equity based compensation expense ....................................................................   48,000  —  52,000 

Equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates ....................................................   68,000  —  73,000 

Distributions from unconsolidated affiliates ........................................................   87,000   92,000 

 


